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Email. Supercharged.
Email app with space-age features for modern-day business communication.
Try Newton for free
See it in action













Fast. Beautiful. Reliable.

Designed to delight, for all your email accounts, on all your devices;
iPhone, iPad, Android, Mac & Windows
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	[image: ]Read Receipts
Know when your email is read
Read Receipts comes baked in with Newton, with all your sent emails tracked without you having to do anything. Apart from giving you instant gratification, it also makes your follow-ups timely and effective.
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Revisit unresolved conversations that you might have missed
Recap automatically brings back conversations that are waiting for your reply or that need following up. It also covers other mails with due dates, reminders etc., so that nothing slips through the cracks.
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	[image: ]Tidy Inbox
Focus on emails that matter
Tidy Inbox helps you stay clear of unwanted emails by automatically removing newsletters and other distractions from inbox. Focus on the emails that actually matter and make your inbox distraction-free.
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Save emails to your favourite apps
Most of us are assigned tasks via email. But some of us like to manage them outside our Inbox. Newton lets you save emails to Todoist, Evernote, OneNote, Trello or Asana in a single click. Or just ‘Share’ them to your favorite app.
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	[image: ]Snooze
Deal with emails only when you’re ready
Inbox Zero user? Snooze lets you temporarily remove an email from Inbox, go around and come back at a more convenient time or the next time you’re on your desktop - just ‘Snooze to Desktop’ 
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	[image: ]Send Later
Schedule emails for the perfect moment
Schedule your emails to land in the recipient’s inbox at just the right time. Whether it’s a client in Australia or a business partner in Europe, your email will always be on top. And so will you.
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Zenbox for calmer focused emailing
Get a break from too many emails. Focus on working more instead of checking emails. Filter out and screen unneeded emails with Zenbox.
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	[image: ]Templates & Snippets
Never write the same email again
Create templates right from from your inbox, customize them to your liking and share with others. With Snippets, just type ; and then search and add right from your compose screen.
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	[image: ]Share Emails with a Link
Publicly share emails with anyone
Share an email by copying a link to the email and sharing it over other apps like Slack, Skype, Asana, Jira, etc. You can also manage when the publicly shared email expires or has attachments.
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	[image: ]True Darkmode
True dark mode that is easier on the eyes
True dark mode support across platforms including content of emails so that your email reading and creating is easier on the eyes and adjusts to your time of the day and mood.
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Loved by critics, press and 40K subscribers


Using Newton Mail now on desktop instead of Gmail and I’m amazed by how much more relaxing doing email is. Don’t really understand why.

Alexander


If you're buried in email and want to get your life back, use @newtonmailapp. It's my secret weapon, but it's unfair to keep it to myself.

Jesse


If you are looking for THE e-mail app, you have to take a look at this amazing piece of art of efficiency and simplicity! @newtonmailapp

Stefan


@newtonmailapp, your mail app is just an amazing user experience. I really appreciate how it's pleased, fun and efficiently to check my mails with your app!

Egon Ghst


It isn’t IA writer for email, but it’s damn close.


Newton is the rare email app that works great on both Windows and Mac.


While I'm excited to see what kind of work Google continues to do with Gmail, I don't see myself leaving Newton anytime soon.


Email worth
paying for!







$49.99/year
Subscribe Now
Use Newton free for 14 days. No strings attached.
Pay only if you like to continue.

We say you won’t look back.


Mobile App
iPhone/iPadAndroid

Desktop App
Mac OS with IntelMac OS with M1
WindowsLinux




We believe privacy is a fundamental human right. That's why at Newton, we don’t sell or unlawfully share your personal data with third parties. Newton makes money by offering paid plans.
FAQsPrivacyTerms of ServiceCommunityAbout Us
[image: ]Houston is on standby to help you. You can head towards our Community, give us a shout out on Twitter or hit us up on hello@newtonhq.com




